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Abstract 
We consider a Gaussian process X with smoothness comparable to the Brownian motion. 
We analyze reconstructions of X which are based on observations at finitely many points. For 
each realization of X the error is defined in a weighted supremum norm; the overall error of a 
reconstruction is defined as the pth moment of this norm. We determine the rate of the minimal 
errors and provide different reconstruction methods which perform asymptotically optimal. In 
particular, we show that linear interpolation atthe quantiles of a certain density is asymptotically 
optimal. © 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
We study the problem of reconstructing the path of  a stochastic process on the basis 
of observations at finitely many sampling points. This problem is of practical interest, 
for instance, in the fields of computer experiments, see Sacks et al. (1989), and earth 
sciences, see Christakos (1992). 
In this paper we consider a process 
X( t )=m(t )+ Z( t ) ,  0~<t~<l, 
where m denotes the continuous mean response function of X and Z is a centered 
Gaussian process with continuous paths. A reconstruction of X which is based on 
observations at 
T= {tt . . . . .  t~} C [0, 1] 
is of  the form 
2T = 4~(x( tl ) . . . . .  x ( t . )  ), 
where ~b is a (measurable) mapping ~" ~ C([0, 1]). The set T is called a sampling 
design. 
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It is natural to compare a realization of the process X and a corresponding recon- 
struction )(r in some Lq-norm. In this paper we use the uniform norm and measure 
the quality of )(r by 
ep(Xr) = sup w(t)lX(t) - Xv(t) I , 
\ \0~<t~l 
where w is a positive (w>0)  and continuous weight function and 1 ~ p < ec. 
For a fixed design T the optimal reconstruction )(r is given pointwise as the optimal 
estimator of X(t) from observations X(ti). Basically, it remains to study the design 
problem, i.e., the optimal choice of the sampling points ti. 
The Gaussian process X is completely specified by its mean m and its covariance 
kernel R, and the smoothness of m and R determine how well X may be reconstructed 
from n observations. Here we assume that R satisfies Sacks-Ylvisaker regularity con- 
ditions of order zero. The conditions imply 
c16<~ sup E(Z(s ) -  Z(t))2 <~c26 
[t-s I < 6 
with positive constants Cg for the quadratic mean smoothness of the process Z. 
For sequences of positive real numbers an and bn we write 
an ~ bn iff lim an/bn = l. 
n ---+ oo  
We show that 
/ 1 \1/2 (~)1 /2  
inf infep()(r )~ /~f0  w2(t)dt) . 
ITl=n fir 
Here minimization is with respect o all reconstructions )(r which are based on any 
n-point design T. Furthermore, we show that quantiles of the squared weight w 2 define 
an asymptotically optimal sequence of designs. 
Clearly, the optimal reconstruction )(r depends on the particular mean m and covari- 
ance kernel R. We show, however, that linear interpolation based on the quantiles of w 2 
is asymptotically optimal if m is H61der continuous with exponent ½. Under stronger 
assumptions on m optimal reconstructions for the centered case m = 0 and best linear 
unbiased predictors perform asymptotically optimal as well. 
Similar results have been obtained for the zero mean Brownian motion, see Ritter 
(1990), and, more generally, for linear and product-type kernels, see Miiller-Gronbach 
(1996a). Our method of proof reduces the general case to the case of a weighted 
Brownian motion by applying a comparison theorem for Gaussian processes and results 
from Miiller-Gronbach (1996c) concerning the covariance structure of the error process. 
Su and Cambanis (1993) and Miiller-Gronbach (1996b) study reconstruction with 
respect o the L2-norm for essentially the same class of processes as considered here. 
In this case, too, the above reconstruction methods perform asymptotically optimal, 
however sampling points have to be quantiles of the weight w. The order of the minimal 
errors is 1/v~. See also Lee (1986) and Abt (1992) for the particular case of a zero 
mean Brownian motion or Brownian bridge and w = 1. 
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For reconstruction with respect o the maximum mean squared error similar results 
have been established by Mtiller-Gronbach (1996c). While the minimal errors are of 
order 1/x/~ as for L2-reconstruction, the sampling points have to be chosen as for 
Lo~-reconstruction. 
Lq-reconstruction with 1 ~<q < oo for classes of processes with higher regularity is 
studied in Speckman (1979). In this case regularity of order r yields minimal errors 
of order 1In r+1'/2. Furthermore, Wasilkowski (1992) has shown that lx/]-nn/n r+t'2 is the 
order of the minimal errors for Loo-reconstruction f the r-fold integrated Brownian 
motion. 
Much less is known in the multivariate case, i.e., for random fields X(t )  where 
t E [0, 1] k and k > 1. Results on Lz-reconstruction are obtained in Micchelli and Wahba 
( 1981 ), Wo~'niakowski (1992), Wasilkowski (1993), Ritter and Wasilkowski (1995), 
Ritter, Wasilkowski and Wo~niakowski (1993, 1995), Mtiller-Gronbach and Schwabe 
(1996), and Mfiller-Gronbach (1996d). 
In the following section we specify the assumptions on the covariance kernel R, in- 
troduce the above reconstruction methods and state the corresponding results on asymp- 
totic optimality. The proofs are given in Section 3. 
Throughout the paper we will use certain standard facts about the reproducing kernel 
Hilbert space (H(R) , ( . , . )R)  associated with the covariance kernel R. Recall that H(R)  
is the unique Hilbert space of real-valued functions on [0, 1] such that 
(i) R(t , . )~H(R)  for each tE [0,1], 
(ii) ( f ,R ( t , . ) )R=f ( t )  for each tE [0,1] and fEH(R) .  
The mapping R(., t) H Z(t)  extends to an isomorphism between H(R)  and the Hilbert 
space Lz(Z) which is spanned by the process Z. For further readings we refer to 
Aronszajn (1950), Parzen (1967) and Wahba (1990). 
2. Results 
Regularity in quadratic mean of the stochastic process Z is specified by the regularity 
of its covariance kernel at the diagonal in [0, 1] 2. We denote one-sided limits at the 
diagonal in the following way. Let 
K2+={(s , t )¢ ]O, l [Z :s>t} ,  Q_={(s , t )E ]O, l [2 :s<t} ,  
and let cl A denote the closure of a set A. Suppose that L is a continuous function on 
f2+ U f2_ such that LIo j is continuously extendable to cl f2/ for j C {+, -} .  By L/ we 
denote the extension of L to [0, 1] 2 which is continuous on cl (2/ and on [0, 112\ cl [2i. 
The covariance kernel R satisfies the Sacks-Ylvisaker conditions of order zero if the 
following three conditions hold: 
(A) R E C([0, 112), the partial derivatives of  R up to order two are continuous on 
f2+ U f2 and continuously extendable to cl ~+ as well as to cl f2_. 
(B) 
R( l ' ° ) ( t , t ) -  R(l+'°)(t,t)= 1, O<~t<~ I. 
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(C) R(+2'°)(t, .) EH(R)  for all O<~t<~ 1 and 
sup [IR(+2'°)(t, ')IIR < oo. 
0~<t~<l 
Due to (A) the Gaussian process Z is continuous with probability one. 
Sacks and Ylvisaker (1966) have introduced these conditions to study estimation of 
weighted integrals of stochastic processes. A detailed discussion and various examples 
are given there. The conditions are satisfied, in particular, if R(s, t) is given by min(s, t), 
( 1 - [s-  t[ )/2, or exp( -  [s-  t[ )/2. Similar conditions, also for kemels of higher regularity, 
are used by several authors, see, e.g., Sacks and Ylvisaker (1970), Su and Cambanis 
( 1993 ), Mfiller-Gronbach (1996b, 1996c), Mtiller-Gronbach and Schwabe (1996), Ritter 
(1996), and Ritter et al. (1995). 
Remark 1. If R fulfills (A) and corresponds to a stationary process then the difference 
c~(t) = R(_L °)(t, t) - R(+l'°)(t, t) 
in (B) is a nonnegative constant. 
In several papers functions c~ are permitted in the Sacks-Ylvisaker conditions. How- 
ever, for arbitrary kernels which satisfy (A) and (C) the difference c~ is constant. 
Namely, (A) implies H(R) C C([0, 1]), and therefore R(+ 2'°) E C([0, 1] 2) by (A) and 
(C). Furthermore, the symmetry of R yields R(+l'l)E C([0, 112). Hence 
c~(t + 6) - ~(t) 
= RO_'°)(t + 6, t + 6) - R(_X'°)(t, t) - R(+X'°)(t + 6, t + 6) + R(+l'°)(t, ) 
= (R(_2'°)(gl, t + 6) + R(_ 1' 1)(t, e2) - R~' 1)(t + 6, ~3) - R(+2'°)(g4, t ) ) .  6 
= (R? ' ° ) (81 ,  t ÷ 3)  - R?'°)( /34,  t ) ÷ R~'l)(t, e2) - R(l+'l)(t + 3,83)  ) • (5, 
where 0 < t < 8k < t + 6 < 1. Hence, c~'(t) = 0 and ~ is constant. For convenience we 
use the normalization c~ = 1. 
In the sequel we always assume that (A ) - (C)  are satisfied. 
Consider a fixed design T = {tl . . . . .  tn} and let opr T denote the orthogonal projector 
onto the subspace of L2(Z) which is spanned by Z(tl)  . . . . .  Z(tn). The optimal recon- 
struction which uses the design T is given by 
) ( * ( t )=m(t )  + oprTZ(t), 0~<t~< 1, (1) 
i.e., 
ep(X~ ) = inf ep(XT). 
Xr 
The optimality o f -~ holds for reconstruction with respect to the Lq-norm for any 
1 ~<q~<cx~. This follows from the fact that the conditional distribution of Z given 
Z(q)  . . . . .  Z(t,) is symmetric with respect o the conditional mean oprrZ(. ). See, e.g., 
Traub et al. (1988). 
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Note that (1) can be written in terms of the observations X(ti). Assume that 
Rr =(R(ti, tj))l<~i,j<~, 
is invertible, which involves no loss of generality. Then 
2~(t )  = m(t) + aT(t)'R71ZT, (2) 
where 
at(t )  = (R(t, tl ) . . . . .  R(t, t,))' 
and 
Zr = (X(tl) - m(tl ) . . . . .  X(tn) - m(tn ) f .  
Let ~b be a positive and continuous function on [0, 1]. Define quantiles ti,, E [0, 1] 
for i = 1 . . . . .  n and n >~ 2 by 
O(t) at - i - 1 O(t) dt. 
• n-1  
The corresponding sequence of designs 
r .  = (tl,n . . . . .  t.,~ } 
is called the regular sequence generated by tp and denoted by (Tn), =RS(~) .  Regular 
sequences are easy to describe and implement, and they are also well suited for an 
error analysis. It turns out that regular sequences already lead to asymptotically optimal 
designs. 
Theorem 1. The minimal errors satisfy 
inf inf ep(Xr) ~ wZ(t) dt ]  . 
Irl =, 
Furthermore, the regular sequence 
( r . ) .  = RS(w 2) 
is asymptotically optimal, i.e., 
ep(Xr,*)~ inf inf ep(Xr). 
IVl=n Xr 
Remark  2. Regular sequences are known to be asymptotically optimal for several other 
problems. A partial list of  papers includes Sacks and Ylvisaker (1966, 1968, 1970), Eu- 
bank et al. (1982) and Ritter (1996) for estimation of weighted integrals and Speckman 
(1979), Su and Cambanis (1993), and Miiller-Gronbach (1996a-c) for reconstruction. 
Clearly, a reconstruction ,~  can be calculated on the basis of observations X(ti)  
only if the mean m and the covariance kernel R are known. Even in this case, the 
covariance matrix Rr has to be inverted, which may be a tedious task. Assume that 
O=h <-"  <t~=l .  
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A very simple reconstruction which overcomes the above difficulties is given by the 
linear interpolator 
- t - -  t i Xf ( t ) -  ti+x tx ( t i )+__X( t i+ l ) ,  ti<~t<~ti+l. (3) 
ti+l -- ti ti+l -- ti 
If R (°'2) =0 outside the diagonal and m=0,  then linear interpolation is optimal. 
In particular this holds for the covariance kernel of a Brownian motion and a 
Brownian bridge and for the triangular covariance kernel R(s, t)= 1 - I t -  s I. However, 
~L __ A ,  
X~r -X:~ does not hold in general; take R(s, t )= exp(-Is - t I) as a counterexample. 
1 Theorem 2. Assume that the mean m of X is H6lder continuous with exponent ~. 
Then linear interpolation based on the regular sequence 
(Tn)n =RS(w 2) 
is asymptotically optimal, i.e., 
ep(X~)~ inf infep(P(T). 
I Tl=n Xr 
Seleznjev (1996) studies linear interpolation at equidistant points ti. He obtains 
asymptotic results for the distribution of sup0<t<l IX(t) - )?~(t) l  for zero mean pro- 
cesses X with stationary increments under smoothness assumptions on E(X(s) -X( t ) )  2. 
If the covariance kernel R is known, there are at least two more methods of re- 
construction which perform asymptotically optimal under appropriate conditions on the 
mean function m. Let 
Xr = (X(tl) .. . . .  X(t,))' 
and define 
X°(t)=ar(t) 'RrtXT, 0~<t~<l. (4) 
This method ignores the mean function m, see (2). Let Pr  denote the orthogonal pro- 
jector onto the subspace of H(R) which is spanned by R(.,tl) . . . . .  R(.,t,). If m EH(R) 
then (4) can be written as 
A'°r(t) = Prm(t) + OprrZ(t), (5) 
which shows the connection between )(r ° and -~r* more clearly. 
In general, neither )~r L nor )~o are unbiased estimators for m. If the mean function 
m is linearly parameterized, i.e., 
f 
m(t)= Z fljfj(t) (61 
j= l  
with known and linearly independent functions f l  . . . . .  f¢ on [0, 1], we therefore also 
consider the best linear unbiased predictors )(T B given by 
)(rB(t) =f l ) f ( t )  + ar(t fRTl (xr  -- Frflr), O~<t~< 1. 
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Here ~v denotes the weighted least-squares estimator for/3 = (/~1 . . . . .  /3/)' on the basis 
of the observations Xr, and 
f = ( f l  . . . . .  f / ) '  
as well as 
Fr = (.[)( ti ) )~ vi vn, l <~j <~ e7 
Similar to )~o, we can write )(T 8 in terms of H(R) if f l  . . . . .  fe E H(R). Let 
Ar = ((PT.fi, fj)R)l <,i,j<~f. 
Observing that A v = F}RT 1FT and (m(&),..., m(tn))' = FT/3 it follows that 
fir =AT I•' ° - l v  , r,~r aT =/3 +AT 1~''0-1~" I'TL~, T L, T 
and therefore 
,~rB(t) = )(~ (t) + ( f  - Prf)'(t)AT1F~RTIZT. (7) 
The matrix A = ((J~, 3'))R)~ ~<ij ~<f is positive definite since f l  . . . . .  f r  are linearly inde- 
pendent. Moreover, by continuity of R, the matrices AT,, converge to A if the sequence 
of designs T, gets dense in [0, 1]. In particular, )(~ is well defined for large n if 
( Tn )n = Rg(w 2 ). 
Theorem 3. Let (T,), =RS(w2). 
(i) I f  m is of the form 
I1 re(t)= R(s,t)~o(s)ds, O<~t<~l, 
with (o being continuous, then 
ep(Xr°)~ inf infep(Xr). 
ITl=n Yr 
(ii) I f  m is" of the form (6) and 
/o' f / ( t )= R(s,t)q~j(s)ds, O<~t <<. l, 
with q~,...,~oe being continuous, then 
ep(X~)~ inf infep(Xr). 
Remark 3. According to Theorems 2 and 3 an unknown mean m of a certain form 
has no effect asymptotically. For reconstruction with respect to the Lz-norm and the 
maximum mean squared error similar results are obtained in Su and Cambanis (1993) 
and Miiller-Gronbach (1996c). 
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The functions m which are considered in (i) form a dense subset in the reproducing 
kernel Hilbert space H(R). Furthermore, they are Lipschitz continuous while an arbi- 
1 Therefore, the trary function from H(R) is merely H61der continuous with exponent ~. 
assumptions from Theorem 3 are stronger than those from Theorem 2. 
Remark 4. The foregoing theorems deal with the optimal regular sequence (T~)n = RS 
(w2). Clearly, equidistant designs (Tn)n = RS( 1 ) are asymptotically optimal for constant 
weight functions w, and they yield errors of order ~ for any w. However, they 
do not yield optimal asymptotic onstants in general. 
So far the optimal regular sequence depends only on the weight function w and not 
on local properties of the process X. This is due to the fact that the function ct from 
Remark 1 is actually a constant. 
In a more general approach we consider processes 
X(t)=m(t)+g(t)Z(f(t)), 0~<t~<l, 
where Z is zero mean Gaussian with covariance kernel satisfying (A)-(C),  as pre- 
viously. Clearly, X may be of inhomogeneous local smoothness, in contrast to Z. 
Extensions of the above results to this case are straightforward under suitable smooth- 
ness conditions on the additional weight function 9 and the parameter t ansformation 
f .  For example, if f~ and 9 are positive and H61der continuous with exponent ½, then 
Theorem 2 holds with 
and 
(Tn) n = RS(w 2 " g2 f t )  
A 1 ~1/2 (~) i /2  
ep(X~)~(~fo (w2"92f')(t) at) . 
The problem how to estimate 9ef ~ from data X(ti) and then reconstruct X is ad- 
dressed in a forthcoming paper, see Miiller-Gronbach and Ritter (1997). 
Remark 5. In this paper we study reconstructions which are based on observations 
X(ti). More generally, we may allow observations 2i(X) where 2l . . . . .  An are bounded 
linear functionals on C([0, 1]). For instance, this covers weighted integrals 
hi (X)  = X(s )~ i (s  ) ds 
and, in particular, Fourier or wavelet coefficients of X. Due to Maiorov and 
Wasilkowski (1996), one cannot improve the order of minimal errors in this way. 
The error of any reconstruction which uses n functionals }~i is bounded from below 
by cx/~ n/n under Sacks-Ylvisaker conditions of order zero. Here c >0 depends only 
on the covariance kernel R of X. The corresponding asymptotic onstant for minimal 
errors is unknown. 
Furthermore, an adaptive (sequential) selection of the sampling points ti or function- 
als J(i does not lead to smaller errors. See Traub et al. (1988) and Novak (1996) for 
a comprehensive presentation of general results. 
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Note that the optimal reconstructions )(r* are affine operators with finite-dimensional 
range in C([0, 1]). More generally, we may allow any method which uses functions 
from a finite-dimensional subspace U c C([0, 1]) to reconstruct X. This covers, in 
particular, best uniform approximation from U. Due to Maiorov (1993) there exists a 
sequence Un of subspaces of dimension n such that the error 
E ( inf sup IX ( t ) -u ( t ) [ )  
\ uCU,,o<~t<~l 
is of  order 1/~v/~. The proof is nonconstructive and subspaces Un which yield errors 
of order less than x /~ n/n are not known explicitly. 
3. Proofs 
Let B denote a centered Brownian bridge on [0, 1]. The basic idea which underlies 
our proofs is to relate the error ep(X~) to ep(B~) by comparing the covariance kernels 
A 
of the corresponding error processes. Sharp estimates on ep(B~) are available since 
B -B~ consists of independent Brownian bridges, connected according to the design T. 
For two functions K1 and/£2 on [0, 1] 2 we write Kl<<K2 if K2 --Kl is positive semi- 
definite on [0, 1 ] 2. 
Lemma |.  Let Y1 and I12 be centered Gaussian processes with continuous ample 
paths and covariance kernels K1 and 1£2, respectively. Then KI<<K2 implies 
sup 
Proof. Since KI<<K2 we may apply Anderson's inequality to obtain 
P((YI(O), Yl(1/n) .. . . .  YI(1)) EA)>~P((Y2(O), Yz(1/n) ..... 112(1)) EA) 
for each convex and symmetric set A C Nn+l and n ~> 1. Because of 
E sup [Yi(t)[ p = l -  lim P Yi(k/n)t<~x I/p} dx 
0~<t~<l  n~oc  k=0 
the statement follows. [] 
Adding the endpoints of [0, 1] to a design T does not effect the asymptotic results. 
Without loss of generality, we henceforth consider designs 
V = {tl . . . . .  tn}, 
such that 
O=tt<'"  <tn=l.  
Put 
Amax(T) = max (ti+l - ti). 
l~i<~n--I 
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Lemma 2. Let R T and L r denote the covariance kernels of the error processes X - .~  
and B - B*, respectively. Then 
(1 -- CAmax(T))" LT <<RT <<(1 + CLimax(T))'L T, 
where the constant c is positive and independent of T and n. 
Proof. Let ti <<.t<ti+l. From Miiller-Gronbach (1996c, Lemma 3) we know that 
fti 
ti+ t
KT(s, t )=LT(s , t ) - -  (R(e+'°)(u,.),R(.,s) PTR(.,S))RLT(u,t)du. (8) 
For 1 <<.i <~n - 1 choose arbitrary numbers ml,...,mn-1 E ~o, all ..... aim~ E ~, and 
Sil . . . . .  Sire i E [ti, ti+l]. Let 
mi mi 
S i= Za ik (X(S ik ) - -2¢(S ik ) ) ,  B i :  Z aik(B(Sik)-- a~(sik)) 
k=l k=l 
and 
n--1 n--1 
i~l i=1 
In order to prove Lemma 2 we will show that 
(1 -- cAmax(T))" E(B2)~<E()(2)~<(1 + cAmax(T))" E(B 2) 
with c > 0 only depending on the kernel R. 
Let .~ denote the isomorphism from L2(Z) to H(R). By (8) we have 
n--1 n--I ~tfti+ I 
~ E(X/Xj.) -E (B  2) - Z (R(+2'°)(u, .),~Xj.)RE((B(u) - B*(u))Bi)du 
j=l  j=l i 
fli ti+ l= E(B2i ) - (R(2+'°)(u, .), ~X)RE((B(u) - B~(u) )B i )  du 
for each l<i<<.n - 1. Observing that E(B2)= ~--]~i~-11 E(B/2), it follows that 
n--1 ~titi+ I E0 ~2) =E(/~ 2) - ~ (R(2+'°)(u, .),~£)RE((B(u) - B~(u))Bi)du. 
i=l 
Put Co = SUPo<t< 1 HR~'°)(u, ')[IR. Since 
n--1 /ti+t n--1 ~titi+ I 
[E((B(u) - B~(u))Bi)[ du ~< ~ (E(B2)) '/2 (LT(u, u)) '/2 du 
i=l ti i~l 
n--1 
< ~ ( ti+l -- ti)3/2(E(B2))l/2 
i=l 
<~ Amax(T)(E(B2)) U2 
(9) 
(10) 
and 
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sup I(R(+2'°)(u, ") "~)()RI ~ co(EO ~2))1/2, 
0~<u~< 1
we conclude from (10) that 
IE( ~2 ) - E(/~2 )1 ~< CoAmax( T)(E(/~2 )EO ~2 ))1/2. 
This implies 
g(x  2 ) 
(1 ÷COAmax(T))-2<.E---~(1 + c0Amax(T)f 
and (9) follows with a suitable choice of c. [] 
Proof of Theorem 1. Consider the particular case of a centered Brownian bridge B on 
[0, 1]. At first we establish the lower bound for the minimal errors. For a fixed design 
T let Y = B-  B~ denote the corresponding error process. Clearly, Y is a combination 
of independent centered Brownian bridges on the respective subintervals of [0, 1]. We 
have 
/:( ) ep(B~) p~- P sup w(t)lY(t)l>u 1/p du 
0~<t~<l 
---f0 1 -HP  sup w(t)lY(t)l<~u l/'p du. 
i=1 ti <~t <~t~l 
Furthermore, the scaling property of Brownian bridges yields 
= F ai(t i+l -- t i)  1/2 ' ( 1 l ) 
where F denotes the distribution function of suP0~t~< I IB(t)l and 
ai= min w(t)>O. 
l i~t~ti+l 
From Ritter (1990, Lemma 1 ) we know that G(u)= F(u-1/2) is a log-concave function. 
This implies 
i7--1 
i=1 \a'(ti+-l---ti)l/2 ~F" \(r /n) l /z j ,  
where 
n--1 
r = r (T )  = Z a2(t i+l  -- t i). 
i=1 
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Therefore, 
f0 /0 ep(B~)P>/  (1 -Fn(u l /p (n / r ) l /2 ) )du=(r /n )  p/2 (1 - fn (u l /p ) )du .  
Consider a sequence of designs T~ such that ep(B~) tends to zero. Then Amax(Tn) 
tends to zero, too, and 
lim r (~)= wZ(t)dt=cl. 
Since 
(~oC~(1-Fn(ul/P))du) 1/p ~(lnn/2) 1/2, (12) 
see Ritter (1990, p. 351), we get the lower bound 
( n .~1/2 
lim inf inf ep(B~) >>. (C l /2)  1/2. 
The matching upper bound is obtained by the regular sequence (T~),=RS(w2), 
as demonstrated in the sequel. We have 
c1 
ti+l,n -- ti, n <~ 
(n - 1)mint,,,~t~<ti+,,o wZ(t) 
for the corresponding sampling points. Analogous to (11) we conclude that 
P(  ti.n<~t<~t~+,.~sup w(t),Y(t),<.u lip) >~F(ul/p((n-1)/cl)l/2q~) 
with 
qn = 
inf mint,,, <~t<~t, .... w(t) 
1 <~i<~n-1 maxt~,,, <~t<~ti+l,. w(t )"  
Thus, 
/5 ep(B~) p <~ (1 - fn (u l /P ( (n -  1)/cl)l/2qn))du 
= (((n - 1)/Cl)l/2qn)-P (1 -F~(u~/P))du. 
Clearly, qn tends to one, and due to (12) we have 
( n .)1/2 
lim sup ep(B~) \ ln~n / <~(Cl/2)1/2' 
which completes the proof in the case of a Brownian bridge. 
Now, we turn to an arbitrary process X. Due to Lemmas 1 and 2, 
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for any sequence of designs T~ such that Amax(T,) tends to zero. Thus, the result for 
the Brownian bridge apply. [] 
Proof of Theorem 2. Define a stochastic processes Z~ by 
- -  t - -  ti Z¢(t) - ti+l t Z(ti) + - -  Z(ti+l) 
t i+l  - -  ti t i+l  - -  ti 
I for ti<~t~ti+l and 1 <~i<,n- 1. Since m is H61der continuous with exponent ~ we 
have 
m(t ) -  ti+l - t m(ti) + t - ti ) sup - -  - -  t,~t<<.t,+, t i+l  - -  ti t i+l  _ ti m( t i+ l  ~c2( t i+ l  - -  t i )  1/2 
with a positive constant c2. Hence 
A \p  \1 /p  
ep(X~r L) ~ep(Y~)+(E(osUP lW(t ) loprTZ( t , - zLr ( t ) l )   
+ c2(Amax(T)) l/2 sup w(t). 
0~<t~<l 
Clearly, &nax(T~) is of  order 1/n for any regular sequence (~) , .  Let S r and L r 
denote the covariance kernels of oprrZ - zLr and B - B*, respectively. Observing 
Lemma 1 and Theorem 1, it is sufficient o show that 
S T << c3Amax(T)L r, 
where the constant c3 is positive and independent of T. 
From Miiller-Gronbach (1996c, p. 18) we know that 
Sr (s , t )= r T (hs, h, )R, 
where 
J0' hf(u) = PTR~'O)(v, ")(u)LT(v, t) dr. 
Hence, 
Sr(s , t )= j[O'I foI(PTR(~'°)(u,.),PrR~'°)(v,.))RLT(u,s)LT(v,t)dvdu. 
For l~<i~<n-  1 let 
mi 
Vi = Z aik(oprT Z(sik) -- Z~(sik )) 
k--I 
and put 
n--I 
i=1 
(13) 
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By the same arguments used in the proof of Lemma 2 it follows that 
E(V -2) <~ c~ Z IE((B(v) - B~(v))Bj)E((B(u) - B~.(u))B~)I dv du 
i , j= 1 ti tj 
<. (t +l - ti)3/2(E(e )) '/2 
i=1 
<~ c 2 • A2max(V)E(B2), 
which proves (13). [] 
Proof  of Theorem 3. Let Wmax = sup0~<t~l w(t) and Rmax = suP0~<t~<l R(t,t). By (5), 
sup w(t)lX(t)-.~°(t)l 
O~<t~<l 
~< sup w(t)lZ(t ) -  OpryZ(t)l + sup w(t)lm(t ) -- Pym(t)[ 
O~<t<~l O~<t~<l 
~< sup w(t)]X(t)-)(~(t) l  + WmaxR~xllm-- PrmUg. 
0~<t~<l 
Hence, 
^ ^ W O1/2 ~ - -  PTmI[R. ep(Y°) ~ep(Y~ ) q- max*~max m 
From Sacks and Ylvisaker (1968, Lemma 3.1) it is easy to see that 
Jim - PTmIIR <~c4Amax(T), (14) 
where the constant c4 is independent of T and n. Hence [[rn - Prml[R is of  order 1In 
for any regular sequence (T,), .  Observing Theorem 1, part (i) follows. 
Now let m satisfy the assumptions of part (ii). Assume, without loss of generality, 
that RT and AT are invertible. From (7) we get 
eP(yB)~eP(~)-~-Wmax(E(\ \0~<t~<lsup [(f--PTf)t(t)AT1/2UTIP)) lip , (15)  
where 
U T =AT1/2F~RT1ZT. 
Let Vp] = min{k E ~ : k >~ p}. Since UT has an n-dimensional standard normal distri- 
bution we have U~Ur ~z2(n)  and, therefore, 
(E(U~UT)P) 1/p ~ (E(U~UT) [p] ) l /FP]  
= (n(n + 2) . . . (n  + 2(Vp] - 1))) UFp] 
~< 3n 
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for each n>~ [Pl- Furthermore, by (14), 
( f  - Pr f ) ' ( t )Ar l ( f  - PT f ) ( t )  <. 2max(AT1) •( f  -- P r f ) ' ( t ) ( f  - P r f ) ( t )  
¢ 
~< )~max(Ar ' ) "R( t , t )  Z I I J )  - PrJ)ll~ 
j=l  
--1 2 
~< C5 " amax(A r )Am.x(T), 
where  the constant  c5 is independent  o f  T and n. 
Now let (Tn)n =RS(w 2) and assume n~> [p]. Then 
)) sup I(f  r , , s j t  ) r,, P \o<~t<<.t -P  c~l t t~A-1/2Ur" f  
~< sup ( ( f  - Pr , , f ) ' ( t )A~, l ( f  - P r . f ) ( t ) )  1/2. (E(U~. Ur,,I j "P'I/2P 
0~<t~< I 
~< C6 • n-1/2)~max(A~ol )1/2, 
where  the constant  c6 is independent  o f  n. S ince £ . . . .  (AT,,, 1 ) tends  to 2 . . . .  (A -1 ) part 
( i i )  now fo l lows  f rom (15)  and Theorem 1. [] 
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